1.
It is a topic that we will be looking at throughout the quarter-we are dealing with an "age of revolution"
B.
To relate the idea of revolution to the concepts introduced in the last two lectures (power politics, the rise of a revolutionary class and ideology)
C.
To examine the origins of the revolution, why it occurred at the time it did D. Finally, to look at its crucial first steps-which seem to have set up a sequence followed in the next years, in a sense "determining" them (though "personality" will also play a definite role)
II. Images of the French Revolution
A. The French Revolution is something of enormous importance in modern history-and of staggering complexity 1. It has inspired awe, excitement, and revulsion
B.
It conjures up scenes of great revolutionary armies chanting "the day of glory has arrived" as they marched into the field of battle 1. of violent mobs, screaming and hysterical, booing, hissing, rampaging 2. of the great blade of the guillotine, rushing down the block-and a dripping head held up to the "hurrah!" of the crowd C. This great event has exercised a tremendous fascination for all kinds of people ever since 1. Few if any historical periods have been so studied, so argued over, so praised and so lamented
III. What is a revolution?
A. Why do we call the events of 1789-99 a "revolution"? 
